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BOOK REVIEW
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ACQUIRING
AND
DBVBLOPING
CHURCH RBAL 1!.STATB. By Joseph
Stiles. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: PrenticeHall, 1965. 176 pages. Cloth. $3.95.
USING AND MAINTAINING CHURCH
PROPERTY. By Allen W. Graves. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965.
192 pages. Cloth. $3.95.
This pair of books will furnish pastors,
staff members, church committee members,
and custodial personnel with most of what
they need to know and do about church
property.
The first book listed is quite a complete
step-by-step discussion of what is involved
in determining actual needs, setting longrange goals, planning for actual building,
selecting the architect, and selecting committees to handle finance, legal matters, conlttUCtion details, and publicity.
The second book listed discusses the organization of schedules, the manasement of
an adequate program of maintenance, and the
use and custodial care of the physical equipment and grounds of the local church.
Most of what should be known about
deaning, equipment, storage rooms, work
schedules, job descriptions, supervision of
custodial staff, painting, repairs, record keeping, periodic safety checks, landscaping, parking lots, parsonqc upkeep and much more is
brought in for its share of attention.
HAu.y G. CoINBB.
THB A.POSTOUC PATHBRS. Vol 2: Pirsl
lfflll S•eoml Clffn11111. Edited by Robert
M. Grant and Holt H. Graham. New

York: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1965.
Cloth. $4.00.

Graham has prepared a fresh English
translation of these two poatapostOlic
key
documents and has written the commentary
on the latter work. Grant has prepared the
commentary on first Clement. This work,
especially Grant's commentary, places into
the hands of the English reader a distillation
of the studies of the best European scholars.
Grant"s own research is in evidence on every
page as well. Graham reveals his broad acquaintance with pertinent early Christian literature. He devores most of his work to the
interpremtion of the theology of Second
Clement.
Several features make Grant's commentary
particularly useful. He devotes considerable
space to an analysis of the Biblical citations
in first Clement to show the author's use of
and attitude toward the Scriptures. He makes
valuable suggestions concerning
source the
of
many of Clement's key thoughts. The Biblical and Hellenistic sources
documented..
are
His attention to the rhetorical elements in
first Clement provides the reader with a valuable demonstration of the importance of
knowing the literary form of a document if
one is to interpret it correctly. Thus Clement's glowing description of the "Golden
Ase" of the Corinthian congregation in Ch. 2
is not proof of the author's nai~ or untruthfulness; it is simply a clusic esample of
Hellenistic rhetoric. The resemblanca u,
some of the Paulim- pamges ue insa:w:tive..
The aanslation follows a path midway be-very readab
tween the
but sometimes parapbrastic work of Cyril Richardson and the
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olcler, usually overly literal translation of
Kirsopp Lake. It would seem that Grant was
working from his translation,
own
for his
quocatiom from first Clement usually differ
from the Graham teXt. A list of Scriptural
cicatiom in the two documents and a highly
select and therefore valuable bibliography for
each work are also included in this edition.
HBRDERT

T. MAYBR

BY WHAT AUTHORITY? THB n'ANDARDS OP TRUTH IN THB BARLY
CHURCH. By Bruce Shelley. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans
Paper.
Publishios Co., 196:5. 166
$1.9:5.
This is a popular review of the relationship of Scripture to tradition in the fusr 200
years of the Christian church. Shelley finds
an intere1t in inspiration on the part of some
of the father■ which exaggerates their real
concern with this topic. He makes Irenacus
more of a traditionalist than the Biblical
theologian that be was. The nature and
function of apostolic authority should have
been treated more fully. He challenges some
of the idcu of Scripture and tradition which
have become popular in Cbristi2n circles.
The presentation of this teebnical subject for
lay discussion is commendable.
HmlBBllT

T. MAYBll

CHRln' ON CAMPUS. By Donald L Dc1f.
ner. St. I.ouis: Concordia
1:56 Publishing
pases. Ooth. $2.75.
House, 1965.

This beautiful book bu the subtitle ''Medications for College Life." Many times a
campua putm will hand it to a student or
acaff penon, or pull it from the abelf dmins
an interview and share some of its parapaphL Actually it appears to address the
puor u much u the campus personnel. It
opem hori:mm of coacem and lelllitiza the
ft8der co arcu of inner disquiet even more
than it funaiom u inatant dialog or capsuled
pumnl ICffic:e. Tbe authm does not besi-
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tare to rcvcal his personal experience u a
pastor to campus people. At the 18Dle time
he speaks from deepening insights concerning the Word of Christ communicable
rhrousb Gospel and Sacrament and from the
anxieties of a trainer of campus pastors. The
author has a special competence in the field
of rheology in literature, and his book shows
craftsmanship in expression and quocation.
This book is welcome not only as a resource
for many future engagements of ministry on
campuses but as a reflection of principles and
standards already defined and at work.
pases.
RICHARD R. CABMMBllER
CONFIRMATION: A n'UDY DOCUltf'BNT. By the Commission on Education
of the Lutheran World Federation. Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House,
1964. 90 pages. Paper. $I.SO.

This is a reprint, with minor omissions, of
Document 16 of the Lutheran World Federation's Commission on Education, prepared for
the Fourth Assembly ar Helsinki in 1963.
The report is an our.growth of special study
conferences, national and international in
scope. The first was held at Hofgeismar, Germany, in October 19:57 and the second at
I.ocx:um, Germany, in April 1961. The materials from these conferences were later published under the editorship of Dr. Kurr fror.
The papen, the publications, and the discussions are the main sources for the present
study document.
Co,,firmt11ion,: A Sl#tl, DoeMmnl is a valuable contribution to the discussion of confirmation going on in Lutheran churches
tbroushout the world. While Europeans have
had the topic under
for more
than a century, it was not until some 10 years
ago that Lutherans in America became seriously concerned with their own more ttaditioml. but less Lutheran, practice.
Three arcu of study comprise the scope of
the clocument: The historical part, the order
and practice of confirmation, and the clisau-

consi
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sion of the papers presented on the theoloSY Instead of providing abstract generalizaand order of the rite of confirmation. Of spe- tions about the moral disintegration that led
cial value is the section on the parts of the among other things to Constantinople's fall,
rite of confirmation with iu discussions of Sherrard leu us hear Joseph BryeDDios' hot
the instruction and examination, confirmation denunciation of priest, people, and court.
Magnificent illustrations
and Baptism, confirmation and Holy Comof ancient books,
munion, and confirmation and church mem- buildings. icons, and mosaics illustrate the
bership.
spirit of the age.
This study document is recommended not
Such a broad description of a city's soul
only for personal use but particularly as a requires sympathetic
a
listening to
vast
amount of material in many Iansuases, anbasis of study at pastoral conferences.
cient and modern. Sherrard is more than
ARTHUR C. RnPP
equal to the material in scholarship, while
CONST11.NTINOPLB,
ICONOGRAPHY his writing is facile and clear. As a .result,
OF II. SII.CRl!D CITY. By Philip Sher- the book can be read with appreciation by
rard. London: Oxford University Press, anyone interested in history, professional or
196S. 139 pages, map, 4S black-and-white not. One can recommend it for the home u
illustrations, 11 color plates. Cloth. $14.SO. well as for the study.
EDGAR K1lENTZ
Constantinople was founded as a Christian
CORPORA.TB PBRSONII.UTY IN 11.Ncity; as such its inhabitants regarded it as
CIBNT ISRII.BL. By H. Wheeler Robinthe new Jerusalem. It was also the center of
son; edited by John Rcumann. PhiladelRoman government; as such it was the new
phia: Fortress Press, 196S. ziil and 39
Rome. From iu very foundation it posed the
pages. Paper. 7S cents.
question, as Sherrard says, of the kingdom of
Two of Robinson's influential essays are
God and also of Antichrist (p.113), For
in this volume with an introducreprinted
over 1,100 years Eastern
Christendom revolved about this great ciry. It set patterns in tion by John Reumann. The first of these,
an, architceture, luxury, government, ritual, "Corporate Personality in Ancient Israel,"
and vice for a large segment of Christendom. was presented in 1936 as Beiheft 66 of the
Sherrard does not write the history of Z•itsehri/1 f;ir ll.llt•s1t1mn1lieh• Wiss•Constantinople; instead, by word and piaure selui/1 and still remains a basic tat on the
he recreates the mood, the flavor, the spirit subject. The second is a less known article
and ethos of the church, the court, and the from Th• Indir,itlm i• Btu1 •ntl W•sl, pubpeople
in its long history. Marvelous selec- lished in 1937, Robinson reflects the positions from Byzantine authors illuminate his tion current in the previous seaeration that
comments. One tours Hagia Sophia with the individual emersed in ancient Israel primarily throush the prophetic consclOUSDCII
Paul the Silentiary. One
ritual
admires the
of court functions with French and
Photius'
century.
theof men like Jeremiah and Ezekiel The esays
Arabic
listensvisitors in
ninth
Oae are well worth being reprinted and studied!
NOBMAN C. HABBL
to
adulatory Iansuase to the
Vir&indescribes
Mary as he
how her c:1oak,
THB DA.TB OP THB LIi.ST SUPPBR. By
carried about the walls, protected the ciry.
flavor
Annie Jaubert; translated by Isaac Rafferty.
Oae catches the
of this city that SherStaten Island, N. Y.: Alba House. l96S.
rard calls one sreat reliquary. Oae cowen
171 pqes. Cloth. $3.SO.
under St. Daniel the Stylite's denunciations of
A careful eumination of the ielnant anthe emperor Basiliscus in the fifth century.
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cient texts will reveal two Jewish calendars
in use in the first century. One calendar,
which is reflected in the Book of Jubilees and
Qumran literature, has priestly origins. This
calendar dated festivals on days of the week,
not on days of the month. The P3550ver
proper took place on Wednesday (the midpoint of the week), with the Passover meal
being eaten on Tuesday evening. Miss Jaubert also believes that early Christian liturgy
and
reflects this calendar (Didache,
Victorious of Penau, the Quartodeciman controversy).

Miss Jaubert suggests that the Synoptics
were dating events on this b:asis, thus allow-

ing for their interpretation of the last supper
u a Pusover meal. John, however, was using
the later and more popular calendar which
dated Jesus' death before the Passover meal.
Careful study of the texts will vindicate the
historicity and accuracy of the Gospels, if
this solution is adopted, according to the
author.
This thesis, originally put forward in
French, has been debated for over a decade.
The English translation will enable more
people to test the theory against the New
Testament tens. It deserves reading.
EDGAR KlWNTZ

can Council II thawed out some frozen bones
in ecclesiastical deepfreezcs.
Stewart's profiles of these 6S years are
sharply etched. Personalities dominate his
account- names make news. One meets old
friends on these pages - 0. C. J. Hoffmann,
Martin Scharlemann, Martin Marty, Paul
Ylvisaker - and men whom one knows by
reputation. The former St. Louis Posl-Disf,tllch religion editor has a keen eye, a hard
nose for news, and of course a facile pen. He
favors the liberal causes through the years,
but a keen sense of the relevant guided his
pen - his typewriter. His journalistic talents
endowed him also with a historian's crafts•
manship. His judgments are keen, and only
time will tell if they are correct. His questions are penetrating. Sometimes he brings
information that has not been published previously.
He heard many sermons. In them he liked
short sentences with suong, simple English
verbs, few adjectives, and vigorous nouns.
Preachers, seminary students, alert laymen
will relish this fascinating account of religion
in America in the 20th century.
CARL S. MBYBR

DBUTSCHBR KATHOUZISM.US NACH
194,. Edited by Hans Maier. Munich:
Kosel Verlag,
pages.
1964. 223
Paper.
Price not given.

THB DBACON W'ORB SPATS: PROPIU!S
PROM AAfBRICA'S CHANGING RBUOne would hardly go far amiss if one
GIOUS SCBNB. By John T. Stewart. New
stated
the theme of this fine and refreshing
York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, l96S.
compilation of essays in Beyreuther's words
xii and 193 pages. Cloth. $4.9S.
u "metamorphoses are historical necessities."
The deacon in cutaway and spats - he But these essays do more than record a changreally did wear them - is a figure of early
stance ing wore of Roman Catholicism u com20th-century Protestant religious respecta- pared with the medieval period or even the
them on Sundays-spats, 19th century. The fact that the Roman
bility. He
auaway, religiosity. America's changing re- Catholic Church is making wider use of the
liaious scene still features a superabundance vernacular and that some Roman Catholic
of reliaiosity. The social gospel ncoorthodo:ry.
bu Biven congregations sing "A Mighty Foruess Is Our
way to
Modem mus commu- God"dominate
is but a minuscule facet of a 'VBlt metamuch reJ.isious ac- morphosis. The authors would of course be
nication media
quick to point out that the term metamorVati- and
tivity. The ecumenical movement
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phosis must not be taken to mean the emergence of a ntlW church. The Dominican
Franz-Martin Scholz is emphatic on this
point in the first essay of the volume, a profound analysis of the confrontation of the
church with the world, especially in an age
ot secularism. He does admit, however, that
the Roman Catholic Church has undergone
striking alterations in appearance and circumstances.
In spite of a nonbenign reference to Luther's views on vocation, this reviewer was
much impressed by Walter Kerber"s essay
( "Kirche und moderne .Arbeitswelt'') on the
church's problems in connection with the
contemporary ethos of labor. He reflects a
genuinely Christian philosophy on the real
value of vocation when he says: "A Christian
who in a state of grace carries out a secular
assignment can no longer act only as a
'purely natural human being.' "
The other essays deal with aspeas of society and history. All in all this volume is
a scholarly contemporary insight into the
problems which confronted and confront
German Roman Catholics as they confront
all Christian communions right down to the
present day. This reviewer highly recommends the book, especially to churchmen on
the new frontiers of our contemporary world.
PHILIP

J. 5CHROBDBll

D. MARTIN LUTHBRS WBRKB: KRITISCHB GBSAMTAUSGABB. Vol 32:
RBVISIONSNACHTRAG. Weimar: Hermann Bohlaus Nachfolger, 1964. 141
pages. Paper. Price not given.
This brochure corrects errors noted in
Vol 32 of the Weimar edition of Luther's
works-first published in 1906 and containing Luther's sermons of 1530 and a series
of weekday sermons on the Sermon on the
Mount from the years 1530 through 1532it up to date.
brings and
The imponaoc:e of this .revision project is

177

obvious, and Luther scholars throughout the
world owe a great debt to the contributors,
editors, and publisher who are c:arrying it out.
LEWIS W. SPITZ

EINLBITUNG IN DAS ALTB TESTAJ\fENT UNTP.R BINSCHLUSS DBR
APOKRYPHP.N UND PSBUDBPIGRAPHBN SOlti'IB DBR APOKRYPHBNUND PSP.UDP.PIGRAPHBNARTIGBN
QUMRAN-SCHRIFTBN:
BNTSTBHUNGSGP.SCHICHTB DBS ALTP.N TBST AMP.NTS. By Otto Eissfeldt. 3d edition.
Tiibingen: J.C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck),
1964. xvi and 1,129 pages. Paper,
DM 54.00; cloth, DM 59.00.
In its very growth from 753 pages ( 1st
ed., 1934) through 955 pages (2d ed.,
1956) to its present 1,129 pages this splendid intr0duction to the Old Tesmment testifies not only to the author's skill as a compiler but also to the surging increase of
research on the Old Testament as a whole.
Since the second edition, 51 pages of supplementary literature have been added, the
index of authors extended 10 pages, and several new theological journals and reference
works included. All five major sections have
undergone thorough revision in the light of
continuing archaeological discovery and
ch:aoging patterns of Old Testament research.
More Near Eastern and E&Yptian sources as
well as literature from Qumran {commentaries on Isaiah, Hosea, Nahum, and Ps. 57
from Cave 1: commentaries on Pss. 3 7 and
45 from Cave 4; Prayer of Naboned) have
been noted. To the credit of the cautious
Halle theologian who wrote the book it must
be stated that such additions in the main tend
to mnfirm and substantiate alter
rather than
positions espoused in the first two editions.
This painstaking collection of raearch
and enlightening introduction into the Old
Testament and related literature, by a scholar
whom this journal's review of the 2d edition
(XXIX [1958] 1 536--37) identilied u
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samdins "r.isht of center," is probably the
most comprehensive inuoduaion on the
market today. Readers rcsuicted to English
have cause to rejoice that this classic work
is now available in an English translation.
JOHN H. ELLIOTT

are resolved in favor of traditional positions,
the decision is not due to sheer epigonism.
At times Guthrie refuses to state a very precise opinion (for example, on the date of
Matthew). He cautiously admits the existence of Q, suggests that Stendahl's theory of
o. school behind Matthew may have some
THB GOSPBLS AND ACTS. By Donald element of truth, agrees that no adequate life
Guthrie. Chicago, Ill.: Inter-Varsity Press, of Jesus can be written on the basis of the
1965. 380 pages. Cloth. $5.95.
gospels, accepts the priority of Mark and its
This book marks the completion of a mas- subsequent use by Matthew and Luke, and
sive and erudite 3-volume New Tostan11m1 so on. It is clear, therefore, that his opinions
lntrotl11aion by the professor of New Testa- are based on a working through of the relement at The London Bible College. It will vant data.
Some statements and opinions were surprovide cvanselical and conservative scholars
with an arsenal of facts and opinions for prising. Guthrie gives no clean definition of
a generation. The publication also enables authenticity as he applies tbe term to the
us to make some comments that relate to the gospels. On p. 204 it seems to be equated
entire work. Since it deserves wide use, it is with authoritative, while p. 206 seems to use
to be hoped that a revision is contemplated it of that which is historically reliable. Then
by the publisher.
the term is linked to the ascription of the
In the first place, one can only admire the gospels to the authors given in early Chrisindusuy and care that have gone into making tian tradition, although the books themselves
the work a kind of catalog of opinions on are anonymous. ( One may ask how this reisagogical matters. The coverage of mono- lates to so/a seriptNrll.) All this leads to a
graphs and important journal articles in curious argument later on p. 210: One can
English, German, and French is well-nigh trust that the books are authentic, because the
complete. The only works that this reviewer early church was composed of "men of the
missed u he read the work were W. R. Spirit who would recognize at once those
Farmer's recent volume on the synoptic prob- literary productions which were authentically
lem and R. Hummel's Dio A11soinanrl11rsolz- Spirit-directed." Quire apa.n from the con•"·8 Z111isebm Kireho 1111d J11rlffll11m im A1111- flicting evidence from the earlier Pauline
Nor was mention made of epistles, one is surprised at this view of the
.11sn,n~•li11m.
C. H. Turner's panel theory for the consuuc- church in an evangelical author. And if the
tion of Aas. But such omissions are slight. church is Spirit-filled in this sense, then the
Moreover, the presentation of this bewilder- discussion of Rtulaltlionsl,rililt, to which
ins mus of opinions is usually fair and just. Guthrie devotes only one page, is surprisOrder is brousht into the presentation. In ingly negative and brief.
short, one can turn to the work with conA major lack in the three volumes is that
fidence.
Guthrie nowhere describes in continuity his
The seneral position taken is informed historical and theological assumptions and
consenatism, or u Guthrie would probably criteria. The reader is left to infer them from
ay, evangelicalism. One principle generally 1e&ttcred notations. Nor does Guthrie ever
rum through the volume: ;,. tl11hio p,o
the nature and purpose of isagogical
discuss
lraiJo. Yet this conservatism is Dot blind. study. Is it primarily apologetic? What is
While questions of authorship and datins its value? What is its function in thcologi-
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cal education and in the proclamation of the
Gospel? How do its results aid in the interpretation of specific texts? For example, there
is no indication that Guthrie's adoption of
the priority of Mark has hermeneutical implications for the stud)• of Matthew and Luke.
For this one must turn to the radically critical
EinloiJMng of Willi Marxen.
A.!;:Lin, Guthrie nowhere discusses the formation of the New Testament canon. Thus
the scope of New Testament introduction is
left in the air. But his view of the role of
the Spirit-filled church makes this an omission that must be repaired. It is to be hoped
that a supplemenmry volume on the canon
will be published.
Some lesser points must also be mentioned. The examination of the prologue to
Luke's Gospel was judicious and enlightening. The chapter on John was noteworthy
for its delineation of the problems to be
taken into account, although this reviewer
was surprised to find no mention of John
4:54 and 20:30 f. in the discussion of the
"signs source" in John. The identification of
structure and framework in Mark is not just,
while the statement that there are "fewer
theological implications" in Mark (p. 50)
than in Matthew and Luke is one that this reviewer cannot share.
Physically the volumes are carefully designed, printed, and bound. If you arc at all
interested in things historical in the Bible,
all three volumes are probably a must for
you.
EDGAR KRENTZ

HBAUNG AND RBDBMPTION. By Martin H. Scharlemann. St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1965. 122 pages.
Paper. $1.95.
Scharlemann bas made a valuable contribution toward the reconciliation of two
elements too long divorced: healing and
theology. The current distance between them
is all the more remarbble in view of their

179

close union at the beginning of the Christian era.
For the author Biblical theology is the discovery of the great power of God demonstrated in His mighty acts of creation, redemption, and sanctification and then applied
to man in his need for healing and wholeness.
In his first chapter the author sees the dilemma of "man in isolation" heightened by
three inherited presuppositions: "the ancient
Greek view of a dichotomy between the
world of the material and the realm of the
ideal; the adoption of scientific methods of
analysis and study as the only adequate way
to truth; and the process of individualization." (P. 17)
Against such frasmented views of man
and the world which are themselves basic
roots of human disorders, Scharlemann opposes a Biblical view of "man in solidarity
and totality." He warns against any stunted
views which see man either as too "spiritual"
or too "corporeal" and emphasizes that health
is wholeness, not just the absence of disease.
Perhaps the most valuable contribution of
this entire study appears in the section on
"man in continuity and community." Scharlemann recalls the Christian congregation to its
birthright as a community of healing. It was
fashioned by God to serve functions of physical and spiritual healing that can never be
adequately performed by completely secular
medical science.
In discussing "the ministry of healing" the
point is made that the time of miracles bas
not come to an end and "there is healing in
belonging."
All this comes to a climax in the fifth
chapter on "the congregation as a therapeutic
community." Only the pastor content to
drone along in a purely verbalized ministry
will fail to avail himself of the insights of
this excellent section.
A posrscript acknowledges the author's inother things) the condebtedness to
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sultation on the healing ministry sponsored
by the Lutheran World federation and the
World Council of Churches at Tiibingen in
May of 1964.
Pastors, people, and missionaries who have
thoughtlessly turned the whole msk of physical healing over to the men of science will
here be irresistibly reminded of the great
primary responsibility which is theirs. Who
knows? Perhaps the parish is not so obsolete
as many fear, if the congregation again becomes conscious of being a "healing community of Christ."
A few insignificant errors that have slipped
in include the following:
Dr. Thomas A. Dooley was content to
have his medical apprentices practice not
"15th-century medicine in a country used to
11th-century techniques" (p. 24), but 17thcentury medicine in a country living in the
15th century. By "Syrus" on p. 49 no doubt
"Cyrus" is meant. And the proofreaders
failed to turn "be" into "he" on p. 75.
We bespeak and predict a wide use in
world mission circles for this valuable study.
Pastors and medical people, the sick and the
well need this Biblical orientation to the
wholeness that can only come from God
through all His people. The Medical Mission Council of The Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, which commissioned the
study, is to be commended for drawing on
theological resources to meet its practical
concern. May other administrative groups
do likewise.
WILLIAM J. DANKBll

HISTORY AND THEOLOGY IN SECOND ISAIAH. By James D. Smart. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1965.
304 pages. Cloth. $6.50.
A strong theological interest sets this commentary, like most written today, in contrast
with works of a generation or more ago. Its
stimulating discussions of the prophet's message to his day and ours constitute the most
ftluable sections of this book.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol37/iss1/14

Noting the haziness of the historical allusions in Isaiah 40-66, Smart attempts a
fresh approach. He proposes to examine the
prophet"s theology first, believing that a
proper understanding of this may lead to
a proper undersmnding of the historical
situation.
The resultant view resembles the theory of
C. C. Torrey at points. Isaiah 40-66 is the
work of one prophet living in Palestine after
the fall of Jerusalem among a community
which is more important than the Chronicler
has led us to believe. He does not address
the Babylonian Jews specifically but the
whole Jewish diaspora in all lands. He proclaims that Yahweh will shortly purify His
once blind servant-people that they may become a light to the nations, bringing God's
universal rule.
Smart makes a surprisingly good, though
hardly compelling, case for his views. He is
least convincing when he excises those
verses mentioning Cyrus and Babylon, in
whole or in part, while castigating those suggesting removal of the word "Israel" from
49:5 for "eisegcsis of the worst kind, the
changing of what is plainly a text that has
the support of all the most dependable traditions in the interests of a theory (p. 124)."
The jacket puts it well: "Scholars may
debate Dr. Smart's dating and analysis of
these writings; but all readers will learn
a great deal about the message and theological significance of Second Isaiah, and ministers will find much that is helpful in preaching."
CARL F. GllABSSBR, Ja.

HOR.A.CB BUSHNBU.. Edited by H. Shelton Smith. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1965. 407 pases. Cloth. $7.00.
"Horace Bushnell, like Jonathan Edwards,"
the editor says, "is once again being rediscovered." As a matter of fact, however, Bushnell's impact on American theology has been
such that he had really never been entirely
forgotten. The editorial board of A Library
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of Protestant Thousht has by publishing this
volume made it possible for the editor to
intensify the rediscovery of Bushnell by turning the spotlisht on sections of this New
England theologian's more significant writings. The editor's generous and sympathetic
introductions to the book and its parts help
the reader to see Bushnell's points of view
in their historical setting.
The selections appear in two parts. The
first reveals Bushnell's foundations of theological method, the second his theological
reconstruction. This part is of particular importance inasmuch as it presents his position
on the viC11rious sacrifice, forgiveness and law,
and justifiC11tion by faith.
A selected bibliography contains a list of
Bushnell's writings and a selection of writings concerning him and his New England
background. The index is sufficiently detailed and comprehensive to give the reader
a sense of the broad field of Bushnell's theologiC11l concerns and to serve as a guide to
them.
For anyone interested in the theological
history of the United States this is a good
book, no matter how much he may or should
disagree with Bushnell's basic theology.
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logical research. In this present volume,
digesrs of 2,104 titles from over 400 periodicals, publication series (including mmmentaries and encyclopedias), collected essays,
and P•11sebri/1n which appeared during the
years 1963-1964 are offered in either German, English, or French. Its well-detailed
table of contents and indices of authors and
periodicals afford instant location of general
areas of research or specific titles. The abstracts, composed mostly by Roman Catholic
scholars, are precise and objective. Five corrections of entries in volume IX ( 1962/63)
are also included.
JOHN H. ELLI01T

JOHANNBS CALVIN, 1'.509-1'.564: BINI!.
GABI!. ZU SBINl!.Af. 400. TODBSTAG.
Edited by Joachim Rogge. Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1964. 172 pages.
aoth. Price not given.
CALVINS MBNSCHUCHKBIT. By Richard Stauffer. Zurich: EVZ - Verlag,
1964. 71 pages. Paper. Sw. Fr. 7.80.

The 400th anniversary of Calvin's death
in 1964 was widely observed and called
forth writings of various kinds. The two
books here under review contain six eua11
LEWIS W. SPITZ
;,. 1010, besides a bibliography, notes, and
INTBRNATIONALB
ZBITSCHRIPTBN- a valuable '.52-page collection of 10WCe maSCHAU FOR BIBBLWISSBNSCHAPT terials from Calvin's writings and letters
UND GRBNZGBBIETB; INTERNA- translated by Rogge. Gunter Gloede writes
TIONAL REVIEW OP BIBUC.AL on Calvin's ecumenicism. Werner Krusche's
analysis of Calvin's theolOBJ is very much
STUDIBS; REVUE
INTBRNATIONAL
DBS
ff.TUDBS BIBUQUBS.
Vol. X: worthwhile. Heinz Langhoff investiptes
1963/64. Diisseldorf: Patmos-Verla& questions pertaining to Calvin, for example,
the "•ee,ut11it1111 - Iesend,'' which asserts
1964. xii and 318 pages. OM '.56.00.
that Calvin as a schoolboy was called "the
The comprehensive coverage of the interaccusative
as:" because of his disposition;
national fare of theological, philological, histhe
legend
is
not true. Langboffs essay brings
torical, and liturgical literature on the Bible,
welcome
interpretations.
Pritz Schrocer finds
its language, theology, history, archaeolo11,
the answer to the question of Calvin's signifand topography, as well as on Israel, Judaism,
early
church, together with the excel- icance today in his wimess to the liberty of
and the
m Pmhnl Golla}.
lent format and indices, make this bibliog- Goel (rit,
Stauffer porttaYI Calvin u husband and
raphical aid an indispensable tool for theo-
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father, friend, and pastor. His annotations
are especially full.
All of these essays are helpful for a better
srup of Calvin's life and thought.
CARL S. MEYER

JOHN KNOX. By Eustnce Percy. Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, 1965. 343
pages. Ooth. $4.50.
Few biographies have received the acclaim
awarded Percy's biogmphy of the Scottish
reformer. Percy combined a thorough knowledge of his subject with a felicitous mode of
expression. Perhaps the quotation of a few
sentences can illustrate the author's style. In
connection with "the troubles in Frankfurt"
Percy writes: "And, if Englishmen from Cox
onwards have thus underrated the Scottish
sense of worship, Scotsmen from Knox onwards have no less underrated the English
sense of Scripture. It is another paradox that
the English Book is more dependent on the
Bible than the Scottish order" (p. 165). The
work was originally published in 1937.
Harold J. Grimm c:alls it "penetrating." It
deserves this high commendation.
CARL S. MEYBll

JOURNAL POR THBOLOGY AND THB
CHURCH. Edited by Robert Funk.
VoL I: Th, Bllll111tm11 SdJool of BibUul
lfllff'/lrsUliofl: Nn11 Dir,,lio,u? 183
pases- VoL II: Tr11111J.lillK Th,oloi, into
1h, Mod1n1 AK•i 179 pases. New York:
Harper & Row, 1965. Paper. $1.95 per

wlume.
Three years in the planning srqe, this new
journal is a little sister of ZlilsdJri/1 fiir
ThloloK# """ Kird#, edited by Gerhard
Ebeling. For the first. the English-language
'ftrlioD will publish iD uanslatioa landmark
articles of the German journal since 1950; u
English-language mattibutions become available, tbae will take their place alongside the
tnosl•rioas from the German. Thus the
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journal has a twofold purpose: ( 1) To foster
international rheological dialog; ( 2) ro cultivate an indigenous English-1:anguage theological conversation. The eight essays of
Vol. I are in the Biblical field, the six essays
of Vol. II are in the areas of historical, systematic, and pastoral theology. The international edirorilll board of the English periodical, in addition to Funk, counts as members
Frank M. Cross, John Dillenberger, Gerba.rd
Ebeling, Helmut Koster, Heiko A. Oberman,
Schubert M. Ogden, and James M. Robinson.
The contributors to the first two issues are
Ernst Bizer, Herbert Braun, Rudolf Bultmann, Erick Dinklcr, Ebeling, Harrmut Gese,
Ernst Haenchen, Ernst Kiiscmann, Koster,
Manfred Mezger, Marrin Noth, Robinson,
Hanns Riickerr, and Dietrich von Oppen.
The new journal promises to be a handy way
for American clergymen who have lirde or
no German to catch up with the last decade
11Dd a half of German theology and, once the
English language contributions begin to flow,
to keep up with one segment of the rheological world.
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKORN

KONSTLBR UNSBRl!R ZBIT KONDBN
DAS WORT. Bi11s A111hologio bibUs,:hor
Gr11phil,. Edited by Fritz Riebold. Berlin:
Evangelische Vcrlagsanstalt, 1963. 259
pqes. Ooth. OM 9.80.

In his Worship in Wo,tl 11ntl S11t:r11msn1
Ernest Koenker observes that the three basic
aiteria of modern art are simplicity, honesty,
and directness. This anthology manifests all
three traits. From the famous Krs11zl:auntlsr,
which he has edited annually since 1927,
Riebold has reproduced 247 of the most out1t1.0ding sketches or graphia on Old and
New Testament themes. On the page opposite each drawing is the Biblical pericope
which it is intended to proclaim, followed by
a brief editorial comment.
All the artists are outstanding contemporaries (Barlach, Dix, Hegenbarth, Reuter their
among others) and
works mlea a con-
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frontation with the realities of war, devastation, and the moral bankruptcy of the human
race. But the attitudes and moods and expressions of love and mercy and faith are
even more simply and directly proclaimed.
The book"s foreword reminds the reader that
the requirement of all nrtists who would indeed communicate is that "they speak the
laaguasc of their own nge." These artists
have done precisely that and thereby the
Biblical message, free from false pathos and
romantic sentimentaliry, stands out as a word
of judgment and pardon.
JOHN H. ELLIOTr

LUTHER. By Reni:-Jacques lovy.
Paris:
Presses Universitaires de France, 1964.
226 pages. Paper. 12.00 New Frana.
In five chapters a Lutheran French pastor
and scholar has put together a readable account of the gteat Reformer. He treats the
younger Luther up to 1530. He makes use
of the research of Th. Suss and others; however, he has demonstrated his own standing
as a Luther scholar. We hope that this Luther biography will have a wide circulation
in France and other French-speaking countries. Distorted views of Luther are current
in those countries and lovy's work can be
a corrective.
CARL S. MEYER.

MISSION A'IYTH AND RBAUTY. By
Keith Bridston. New York: Friendship
Press, 1965. 127 pages. Paper. $1.75.
Bridston is not warming bottles of milk
for babes but broiling strong meat for those
who kn~, love, and practice God's worldwide mission through His church.
The author's rich and varied credentials
include service in the Student Christian
Movement, on the staff of the World Student Christian Federation in Geneva, and u
professor of theology first at Djakarta, then
at Nommensen Universiry among the Bataks,
and now at Pacific Lutheran Seminary in
Berkeley.
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His analysis is brief, brilliant, and radical,
caring more about the right questions than
the right answers. Trenchantly, Bridston dissects four "myths," that is, frameworks of
orientation and devotion that have in the
past given meaning and motivation for mission: ''The Geographical Myth and the Oneness of the Church"; ''The Cultural Myth
and the Holiness of the Church"; 'The
Ecclesiological Myth and the Catholiciry of
the Church"; and 'The Vocational Myth and
the Apostoliciry of the Church."
With a change of key, the fifth and final
chapter on ''The Ecumenical Reality'' attempts in more positive mood to discover
remedies for the maladies laid bare by the
author's searching diagnosis. He stoutly
maintains that the church is mission and that
the mission is ecumenical.
While he lampoons the "mystical doctrine" that salt water makes a missionary,
llridston is not seeking to abolish the overseas calling but strives to make it seem a normal and natural vocation for almost any
Christian, who should ask, not: "Should I be
a missionary?" but: "Being a missionary, why
should I nol go?" He predicts that the mission board of the future will be less engaged
in managing its own salaried missionary
corps than in training lay missionaries for
service in secular organizations at home and
abroad.
Knowledgeable students of the Christian
world mission, mission executives, and overseas missionaries cannot afford to miss this
arresting critique.
WILLIAM

J. DANXBB.

ON TRIAL. Sermons for Lent and Easter.
By Arnold G. Kuntz. St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House. 1965. 102 paaa.
Paper. $1.50.
These saong and contemporary sermons
traverse the history of the suffering, death,
and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Three sermons introduce "witnesses for the pmsecu-
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tion1" a Pharisee. a Sadducee. and a Money
Changer; three let "witnesses for the defense." Barabb:as. Simon Peter. and Pontius
Pilate. testify; the Defendant speaks on
Maundy Thursday; Good Friday brings the
theme 'Trial and Error"; and Easter witnesses to 'Trial and Triumph." The firstperson introductions of the "witnesses" do
not prevent the preacher from making pungent and searching applications to the audience before him. Many of these applications
involve life and self-sacrifice. The author
directly uanspom the atonement into the
minds of his hearers also then. Many a
preacher will benefit from this series. not
by imitating its format seriatim but by reading it straight through without interruption.
perhaps repeatedly. until he is hearing the
live communication and sensing the pastoral
responsibility for bringing the Gospel home
to living human beings.
RIOLUD R. CABMMBllBR.
BDUCA.TION.
PRB-SBMINARY
By Keith
R. Bridston and Dwight W. Culver. Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House.
1965. 252 pages and index. Cloth. $4.75.
Bridston. now professor of systematic theology at Pacific Lutheran Seminary, and Culver, of the sociology department of St. Olaf
College. herewith present findings and commentary of the Lilly Endowment Study of
Pre-Seminary Education which they undertook in 1961 under the joint sponsorship
of the American Association of Theological
Schools and the National Association of Biblical Imtructon ( now the American Academy
of Religion). Bridston, the director, provides 152 pages of commentary and recommendatlom; Culver, the associate, in 93
pages describes the overall procedure and
provides 76 chans IWDJIW'izing data. This
proa:dure. in addition to the counsel of the
lpODlming bodies. in'90lvedcolleges
visits to
and lelllinaries. scanning of their catalogs.
a IJl'ffl!■tic eu.mination of a ampling of
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70 colleges and universmes (from a total
of 714 schools covering 222 teachers of religion and 882 other teachers) and 60 written
reports on faculty discussions. It also involved 5 regional consultations in which
250 persons represented 50 seminaries and
over 100 colleges and universities; 14 essays
delivered at these meetings have been published by Augsburg under the tide Tho Making of Mi11istors. Likewise included is a study
of baccalaureate origins of seminary students
from the catalogs of 1960--61, from a questionnaire of 1962-63 directed to seminarians in 125 theological schools in the United
States and Canada, of which 17.:565 individual questionnaires were returned and
processed. Facets of this inquiry are under
continuing study by Culver.
From the start the Lilly Study recognized
that college study could not be reviewed in
isolation from many other factors. hence "preseminary education" as a target of investigation was widened to include influences and
interests prior to college. the seminary training, and a study of ministers in the pastorate,
265 in number, who had been recommended
by teachers as outstanding. The Lilly Study
report proposes to be conservative in its recognition that college years make a cultural
contribution. seminary a professional training. and the ministry itself the vocational
integration. The chief value of the Lilly
Study is the revealing of the need that all
these strands be fused tightly and each be
used more efficiently than is presently the
case.
The Lilly Study has been expertly conducted and is still under way. Special recommendations include institutional specialization for special ministries, aod exploration
of "the totality of theological education."
The huge number of returns io the seminary
questionnaire probably compensate for what
might be a curious imbalance. in that the
two schools providing the mest seminarians,
Baylor University and Cooc:ordia Senior Col-
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voc:itional

lege, do not share in the 70-college sampling
of opinions of college teachers.
The trend of the Lilly Study is to view
with suspicion the college religion courses
or majors as prepamtion for seminary training and rather to 11dvoc:1te a. tough cultural
training which docs not ncccSS31'ily make
the student cnsier to tench in the seminary.
Obviously the objectives of seminary training
need sharpening, nnd the content of college
religion courses 11 deepening. Evidently many
seminarians with a minimum of formal religion in their college courses evidence high
sense and aptitude for theological
study in the seminaries. The other side of
the coin is that college religion which is
already seminary training may handicap maturation and dilute the seminary concerns.
Bridston sensibly lists the requirements of
the ministry to be met by educational training: religious faith, seculnr cultivation, professional competence, vocational integration.
His part of this report develops these elements and indicates that the practicing pastorate docs much of the final integration.
Field training is not discussed by the Lilly
Study except for "pastoral service" provided
by seminarians, frequently before seminary
years.
Several questions occur to this reviewer,
related to concept of "vocational integration."
The Lilly Study sharply illuminates the difficulty of seminarians to envision or to desire
the pastorate; only one third ezpea uldmately to be pastors; the pasrorate itself appears to be crucial in the maturing of vocational concern. Should it not be pouible
to relate the ,Ju,J,o,,i• of the pasrorate more
clearly to the religious dimension of ttaini.ng
already in college, not as a skill but as only
an
aspiration? II there not a differeocc between
the objective of a college religion course
tausht for the -.kc of assimilation of information or of appreciation of cultural wlues
and one tauaht for the enhaoc:ement of a
spiritual gift like the will to serve? II it not

possible to discern difference in level between collesc and seminary theology, the one
for the growth of personal faith and concern,
the other for skill in bringing the resources
of the Gospel and the church to other people? Is the correction of seminary training,
which now so frequently equips a man to
come back and teach the same courses that
he has taken, not to be sought in the ac.cent
on the skills of imparting faith and life
through ministry? Is it not the discomfon
of acquiring these new and untried skills
which hampers many a semina.rian and bends
his interest to "teaching"?
Bridsron has actually traversed the ground
of a.II of these questions in his luminous
commentary. It is to be hoped that further
e:rnmination and sharing of the massive data
of the Lilly Study will be made available
from time to time, and colleges ( especially
the church-relnted ones! ) and seminaries
alike helped to profit from them.
RICHARD R. CABMMBRBll

THB PROPBRS OP THB SBRVICB
POINTBD TO THB GRBGORIAN
PSALM-TONBS: lNTRorrs, GRADUALS, ALLBLUIAS, TRACTS AND SBQUBNCBS POR THB SUNDAYS AND
PBAST DAYS OP THB CHURCH YBAR.
By Jerald G. Miner. St. Louis: Concordia
Seminary Print Shop, 196S, vi and 229
pages. Paper. $2.SO.
Talented Seminarian Miner bu done an
admirable piece of work in this collecdon
of settings for the propers of the rite of Th•
Llllhffn Lilln'ff. It provides all that the
title promises ( eitcept the sequence for
Christmas) and more; we have the propers
not
for all the days in the calendar of
Tb. Llllhff• LilMrD but aho for all of the
days that American Lutheran rites of the put
have listed (St. Nicholas' Day, St. Greaor,'1
Day, the Presentation of the Aupburg Confession, St. Lawrence's Day, the Beheading of
St. John the Baptist. the Nadvity of the
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B. V. M., Holy Cross Day, the Commemoration of the Faithful Departed complete with
the Di•s Ira•, St. Martin's Day, St. Catharine's
Day), plus the Common of a Bishop and
Confessor, and the propers for the proposed
rites for Hol1• Communion ar a wedding and
at the ordination of a minister. Choirs often
revolt at the sameness of a diet of simple
psalm tones, but they are mrcly ready for
adaptations of the traditional music composed for the Larin texts (even where these
adaptations :ire successfully made). Miner
strikes a happy medium both by using the
festal tones (instead of the simple psalmtones) and by varying the modes from OCCl1•
sion ro OCC11Sion. The pastor and choirm111ter
who want both a practical and a good setting
of the propers for rhe services of their church
will find what they are looking for here!
(The next step would be for Mr. Miner to
have a choir of seminarians record these
sertings on rape so that p115tors and choirmasters would have an authentic model toward
which to point the performance of their own
choirs! )
.AllTHUll CARL PlBPKOllN

PROVERBS-BCCLBSIASTBS. By R. B. Y.
Scott. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and
Company, 1965. liii and 257 pages.
Cloth. $6.00.
''Vapor of vapors! Thinnest of vapors!
All is vapor" ( Eccl. 1: 2 ) , is typical of the
fresh and colorful translations of Ecclesiastes
and Proverbs in Scott's commentary on these
books in the Anchor Bible series. This translation is supplemented by brief notes on crucial words in the text and by concise .introductions to each of the books. In the exegetical oores themselves the averaae pastor
will find very little "meat" for his preaching
ministry. He will be interested to find that
Scott says "wisdom" in Proverbs 3 and 8 "is
neither instrument nor a.sent but the attribute
displayed by Yahweh in crearins-" Por the
"personification of wisdom in chapter eight
is ]IOetic: only and not ontological" Io this
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judgment Scott has refrained from allowing
Near Eastern parallels from influencing his

inrerprerarion. Babylonian, Egyptian, and
Canaanite literature, however, offers many
wluable insights which Scott has incorporated in his commentary elsewhere. "Wisdom" W11S an inrern11tional mode of thinking
of which Qoheleth represents the most philosophical and skeptical wing. For the Israelite
"wisdom" w111, first of all, "a quality of life,"
the skill, shrewdness, and sagacity given by
God, whereby man could live with equilibrium in the moral order of the world.
Scott, however, docs not seem to make the
sharp distinction between experiential and
theological wisdom in the same way that
scholars like von Rad have done. Scott surveys all the Biblical wisdom literature, an•
alyzes the liter:iry forms of Proverbs and
Ecclesiastes, defines the structural divisions
of these books ( despite the disorganized
nature of Ecclesiastes), and summarizes their
religious or philosophical cmphllSes. Creation theology is fundamental throughout
Proverbs, while the cultus is completely
ignored. In Ecclesiastes the emphllSis lies
on a pessimistic attitude toward the possibility of direct revelation and the need to face
the hard facts of life by 5e11rching for a way
to enjoy the world men cannot change. Solomon's name became associated with each
of these books because of the tradition about
his role as the patron of wisdom literature.
But Ecclesiastes, says Scott, must be dated
at least at the end of the Persian period or
later.
NORMAN C. HABBL

RADICAL OBBDIBNCB: THB I!I'HICS OP
RUDOLPH BULTMANN. By Thomas C.
Oden. Philadelphia: Westminster Press,

1964. 176 pages. Coth. $3.95.
Oden, who teaches at Philips University,
En.id, Okla., argues that the current disrepair
of ethics, following the decline of Niebuhr,
Tillich, Barth, and Bonhoeffer, can be .remedied by studying Rudolf Bultmann u an
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ethic:il thinker. Oden sees it as "the heart
of our dilemma" that "the new theology has
justly undercut the inauthentic basis for
moral action in humanistic liberalism without supplying a new basis for construaive
moral action." (Pp. 15-16)
Next to the moral ambiguity of prevailing
Protestant ethics Oden lists "the stubborn
and inflexible divorce between ethics and
exegesis." This problem can be seen in its
most acute contemporary form in Tillich's
ethics, which "is consistent with his creation
gnosticism which boldly argues that 'aaualizcd existence is estranged existence' " (p.
20). But Oden also notes that "Bonhocffer's
doctrine of 'simple obedience' (which Barth
strictly follows ) runs the risk of a fanaticism
and subjectivism in ethical resolution which
is avoided by Bultmann's anthropology
(largely shaped by Buber, Heidegger, and
Gogarten)." (P. 23)
This is massive criticism indeed. Oden's
recommendation is "radical obedience,"
which means "to listen for and respond to
the Word of God speaking through the situ•
ation in which one exists" (p. 25). However, this "radical obedience to God cannot
be the basis for a systematic theory of ethics"
(p. 40). Each concrete moment is also to
be seen as ethical and eschatological, like
a coin with two sides (p. 26). Radic:il obedience is the condition for participation in
God's reign. The believer will know what
he must do. He will have a sense of vocation
in every particular situation.
Oden's criticism of Bultmann, however,
seems to negate the expectations he raised
for us. Oden holds that Bultmann is inconsistent when he asserts that "man's knowledge
of obligation is self-knowledge and subjea
to existential analysis" (p.121), but that his
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and interests and obligations that characterize human existence" ( p. 123). "Bultmann's view of 'the moment' is constantly
in danger of becoming an abstraaion" (p.
127). But Oden's "principal critique of
Bultmann's doctrine of obedience ••• is his
basic tendency to 'anthropologize' the relation
between God and man" (p. BO). In view
of Oden's encompassing criticism it is hard
to see why 11nyone would want Bultmann's
guidance in the field of Christian ethics.
RICHARD KLANN

RBCHTGL/lUBIGKBrr UND KEI'ZBRBI
IM. ~ILTBSTEN CHRISTBNTUM. By
Walter Bauer. Second, revised edition by
Georg Strecker. Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr
(Paul Siebcck), 1964. 314 pages. Paper,
DM 24.00; cloth, DM 28.00.

There is nothing like II heretical book on
heresy to jeopardize a well-entrenched and
neatly dogmatized assumption of orthodoxy.
This is one of the most recent of such iconoclastic salvos. Actually it is an older work by
the German scholar famous for his W orlwbueb zum Nt111t1n Tt11ltlm11111 (known to English-speaking theologians in the uanslation
and adaptation by Arndt and Gingrich),
dressed up in II second, expanded edition.
Bauer's work has been hailed as the most
exciting publication on the subjea from the
pre-World War II period. The unfavorable
conditions prevailing at the time of its first
appearance (1934) greatly restriaed its
recognition, and it is only since 1945 that
the startling thesis of this book has become
generally known.
Bauer submits to critical analysis the "orthodox" concept of heresy u defeaion from
ecclesiastical orthodoxy and comes to the contrary conclusion that before the third century
fallenneu "prevents authentic moral knowl- a clear distinaion between "Orthodoz'' and
is impossible. In die
teaching
edge and distom all his "heretical"
good intentions"
(p.122). "Bultmann's ethic is diluted by Christian communities at Ede--. Egypt, and
the absence of a realistic understanding of Asia Minor theology wu "heretical" rather
the inreme and endless conflicts of ftlues than "orthodox" (u these terms a.me to be
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employed in the later period), and finally it
was the theological pluralism at Rome which
ultimately defined the nature of orthodoxy
and heresy and determined that the position
which the Roman Church had espoused from
the beginning would be "orthodox" and thus
the only legitimate expression of Christianity
in the West.
These most unorthodox conclusions have
been under fire ever since their publication.
The additional support from the JewishChristian writings which Strecker has appended in this second edition has only added
more fuel to the flame. Strecker has also
included a brief review of the history of this
book's reception and rejection in the period
since 1934. These reactions alone are enough
to encourage the thinking student to consider
Queen Gerrrude's observation in Hamlet:
'The lady doth protest too much, methinks."
The publishers deserve thanks for making
this controversial and stimulating study available once again to a now internationally
interested audience.
JOHN H. ELLI0TI"

A SHORTBR I.BX.ICON OP THB GRBBK
NBW TBST.tfMBNT. By F. Wilbur Gingrich. Chicago, Ill.: The University of Chicago Press, 1965. 304 pases. Ooth.

5.00.
The compiler of this dictionary is best
known for his work on the Bauer-ArndtGingrich u,ri,o,, (BAG), which appeared
nine years ago. It may be of some interest
to note here that as early as 1928 Gingrich
had suggested to the University of Chicago
Press a brief dictionary of this kind. The
m•nqemP.Dt of the University of Chicago
Press was not interested at the time since it
believed that there was not much of a market
for such a work. The
ezperience of the University of Chicago with BAG has changed its
outlook.
The Sharl• lAxieo,, is based on the arefal work which went into BAG. It confines
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itself to "the bare meanings of the words,"
as the foreword puts it. It directs the user
to the larger work for more information.
Gingrich chose to limit himself to the
words used in the New Testament. .An asterisk at the end of an entry signifies that
every use of the word in the New Testament has been taken into account. The work
abounds in asterisks; and that fact enhances
its value. By a careful choice of examples
Gingrich, moreover, was able to include, in
summary form, most of the nll:lnces given at
greater length in BAG.
Many of us had hoped that it might have
been possible to include Hebrew terms from
the Old Testament in the manner of G . .Abbott-Smith's A Man1111l Greol: Lexi,o• of 1h11
N11w T11stame111. In that expectation we are
disappointed. Nevertheless, this Shorter Di,lion,,,., belongs to the best of the tools presently available for work with the New Testament.
MAR.TIN H. SCHAR.LBMANN

STBPHBN LANGTON. By Maurice Powicke. New York: Barnes and Noble,
1965. 227 pages. Cloth. $7.00.
THB NORMAN CONQUBST. By Henry
Loya. New York: Hillary House Publishers, 1965. 212 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
CRUSADBRS AS CONQUBRORS, THB
CHRONICLB OP MORBA. Translated
from the Greek by Harold E. Lurier. New
York: Columbia University Press, 1964.
346 pases. Cloth. $7.50.
THB GOVBRNANCB OP MBDUBVAL
BNGLA.ND. By H. G. Richardson and
G. 0. Sayles. Edinburgh: The University
Press, 1964. 514 pases. Cloth. $12.00.
LA.TBR MBDIBVAL BUROPB: PROM ST.
LOUIS TO LUTHBR. By Daniel Waley.
New York: Barnes and Noble, 1964. 306
page1, Ooth. $5.00.
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THB CRISIS OP CHURCH AND SI'A.TB
10,0-1300, By Brian Tierney. Englewood, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964. 211
pases. Cloth, $5.50; paper, $2.45.

Stq,hc,, Lllflglon is a reprint of a biography originating as the Ford Lectures delivered at Oxford in 1927. With meticulous
attention to documentary evidence, Powicke
has reconsuuctcd the life of the eminent
archbishop of Canterbury. I.angron's claim
to fame lies primarily in his association with
Magna Charta, and in this connection the
author has generally vindicated the archbishop and Innocent III from the anticlerical
charscs of interference in the episcopal election of 1207. Although Powickc is undoubtedly correct in stating that canon law by this
time was universally recognized u authorimtive, and therefore a decisive factor in Langton's victory over John, he tends to ignore
both the binding force of customary law in
England and the relative novelty of canon
law (Gratian's Doercl#m dates from 1139,
but the Lcgos Hcn,ici Primi from 1100).
The book corrects the overemphasis which
has been placed on I.angton's role u politician by offering a summary
of his conuibuSayles,
tions u a theologian and archbishop.
monographs
Th• Norm•" Conqusl is a synthesis of
many recent articles and books on this phenomenon of English history. loyn, who is
well known among medievalists u an expert
in Anglo-Norman affairs, begins his account
with the early history of the Norman duchy
and the minority and personal rule of Duke
William. The discussion of the conquest itself is highly interesting and well documented. However,
entire
throughout theavailable
only one reference is made, and that
in passing, to Alexander II (1061-1073 ),
who played a significant role in the Conquest. later chapters eumine the feudal
ICttlement in Bngland, the royal aovernment
and control of the church, and the dfccts of
the Norman Conquest on Bnglish l0cial de..elopment. Altbou&h the book is intended
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for the general reader and the undergraduate,
specialist
the
in Anglo-Continental relations
will find it very useful.
Cr#Sllllns III Co11qurors is the first English translation of a group of eight accounts
known as the Chronicle of Morea. Following the conquest of Constantinople by the
crusaders in 1204, a group of Western
knights established themselves in southern
Greece u the Frankish principality of Morea.
The Ch,oniclc reBects the competition and
dissension among the victorious Latins until
their dissolution late in the 15th century.
As a historical narrative the Ch,o,iit:h itself
is hardly dependable, revealing strong biases
and confused chronologies. As l0cial history,
however, it offers wan excellent example of
artificial feudalism superimposed upon a nonfeudal principaliry. Lurier's uanslation is
clear, but it still retains the flavor of the
original in its simplicity. It is a welcome
addition to the scores of works being produced in crwading history.
Th• Go11entt1nc• of M•tlidHl B•g"'1ul is
a highly significant conuibution to the study
of English institutions. Richardson and
who ha..e coauthored eleven other
in this field since 1934, are
probably the foremost scholars of early Parliamentary history. The book is a conscious
revision of Stubbs' Co,ulilllliotul Hislor,,
since, in the opinion of the authors, new discoveries have made it imperative that Iona
cherished misconceptions be exposed. For
instance, the notion that
bad a band
in the actual drafting of Mqna Chart& is
"remote from probability and incompatible
tling
with
Even more starevidence."
is the conclusion that
the
Norman Conquest caused no break in the history of English institutions. The real revolution for
English institutions came with the ica,nquest
of Normandy by the Bnglish in 1106. Tbe
authors then proceed to trace the stteqtb of
the English administration and the impersonal monuchy to the
of the
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:&chequer. The book is something of a
watershed for historians, since no student of
mediewl institutions can i&nore its well documented conclusions. Here is dramatic evidence for the tentative and hypothetical
nature of some of our most cherished historical shibboleths.
Ltlt•r M•diftldl B11ropo: FromSI. Lottis lo
LMtbn-, is the kind of book we have been
looking for u a background for Reformation
studies. Although the author ucats cultural
and economic history, his principal theme is
the growth in the powei of the state from
c.1250 to c.1520. He uaces the political
institutions of the European states, using extensive quotations from primary sources
throughout. The chapter on the emergence
of the duchy of Burgundy is one of the best
treatments this reviewer has seen of this complex problem, but in Waley's ueatment of
the Turkish "threat" of the 15th century one
wishes that he would at least have taken
cognizance of Myron Gilmore's thesis that
the threat has been largely manufactured by
historians. We are happy that Waley has
qualified the oft-repeated cliche of German
nationalism assisting in the success of the
Reformation. Indeed, more often than not
it hindered Luther's work, according to
Waley.
Th• Crisu of Ch1treh ntl S111t• 10,0 lo
1300 is a judicious collection of sources dealing with the problem. The author's selections
point up the fact that the issue wu not
simply one of investiture. It involved the
changing concept of the state, but even more
important, it wu concerned with society's
attitude toward the material universe. Cornell's Tierney bas managed to bring tosether
offers
the key passqes from the ori&inal documents,
tnnsl•ted in
clear
He
a brief
prose.
introduction to each series of collections and
bu explained the obscure references. Altoaether there are 65 enuiea, many of them
until now locked in Migne's Latin Pmoloi,.
CA1lL VOLZ
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STUDIES IN THB TEXT AND THBOLOGY OP THB BOOK OP LAMENTAT IONS. By Bertil Albrektson. Lund:
Hakan Ohlssons Bokuykkeri, 1964. viii
and 258 pages. Paper. Price not given.

This work is Albrektson's inaugural dissertation at the University of Lund. It begins
with a masterful critical edition of the
Peshitta text of Lamentations. There follows
a text-critical analysis of Lamentations based
on the Hebrew, Septuagint, and Peshitta
texts. This analysis is supplemented by brief
exegetical notes. In his closing section on
the origin of the theology of Lamentations
the author takes issue with Gottwald and
sees one key to the book of Lamentations in
the conflicte between th harsh reality of history and the Zion tradition to which the
author belongs. Albrektson holds that the
writer of Lamentations reflects certain Dcuteronomistic emphases and, in particular, is
dependent upon Deut. 28. This is a major
conuibution to Old Testament scholarship.
NORMAN C. HADBL

TBA.CHING IS COAfMUNICATING: AN
AUDIO-VISUAL HANDBOOK POR
CHURCH USB. By John Harrell New
York: The Seabury Press, 1965. 142
pages. Ooth. $3.95.

This little volume illustrates the wholesome trend toward more sophisticated and
meaningful use of audiovisual means in
teaching. The newness has worn off in the
use of projectors, pictures, tape recorders
and the like. The author is concerned that
any user of audiovisuals have an idea of the
theory and theology behind their use. Harrell shows both the difficulties and the opportunities in the use of audiovisual devices.
He proposes a theory of communication in
which a man (M) perceives an event
(B) which is modified by M's point of view
and the context of B. The m■n makes a statement about the event (SB) in which hi■
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values and beliefs modify the statement and THIRTY-SIX PSAL/tfS: AN 'BNGUSH
VBRSION. By Frank Kendon. New
determine how truthful he will be about the
event. The student hearing or observing the
York: Cambridge University
.
Press, 1963
SB perceives it as an event and the same
viii and 63 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
forces play a part in his attempt at a stateThese 36 psalms represent the "unfinished
ment of the event. Thus the response or symphony" of a great poet. Using the roush
"feedback" from the learner is very important draft of the panel of translators for the
in order to see how he perceives the event. Psalms in the New English Bible, Kendon
Harrell expliC1tes the theology implicit in reformulated the wording into good English
the act of communiC1tion as involving the poetry in a way which would preserve the
perception of events 35 God's creativity and beauty and feeling of the Hebrew original died
the selection of evenu as worthwhile in that Unfortunately he
before the work could
light. The perception of the Christ-event is be completed. This is a majestic. simple,
the measure of all other things we perceive and accurate translation.
and makes us open and truthful in commuNOlllAN C. HABBL
nication. Then our statemenu of event also
become a part of God's on-going creativity. VATKB UND WI!LLHAUSI!N. By Lothar
In this way the Christian is aware of and
Perlitt. Berlin: Alfred Topelmann Verla&
can evaluate distortions of reality.
1965. 248 pages. Cloth. Price not given.
The student cannot always experience
It is usually profitable to evaluate one's
reality in the learning situation, although position in the light of history. It is doubly
sometimes the teacher can plan an experience important in the assessment of a theological
of reality. Ar other times there will have technique. Perlitt's brilliant doetoral dissertato be reproductions, representations, or ab- tion on Vatke and Wellbauseo, lWO of the
stractions of reality. When the teacher plans leading figures in the application of historical
commercial audiovisual aids rather methods in the interpretation of the Old
use to
than his own, he needs carefully to evaluate
Testament, is therefore welcome. The first
these means because they tend to have primhalf of his work is a concise analysis of the
ary or secondary values inimical to the Chrispresuppositions pertaining to historiography
tian values.
and the philosophy of history which were
The final chapter of the book speaks of
apparent in the second half of the 19th centhe necessity of the student's response or
tury. The degree to which these presupposistatement of event. This can be done verbally or nonverbally in a wide variety of tions prevail today, either overtly, or unconways. Harrell lisu many such ways and in- sciously, is a subject worthy of further indicates the conditions necessary for such per- vestigation. Perlitt'1 study of Vatke uaces
the background and development in his hissonal expression.
For those interested in responsible use of torical and philosophical methodology. One
audiovisuals in communication this book is quotation about Vatke seems apropos:
very helpful It provides not only a serious ''Durch Hegel's Philosophic theologisch uod
attempt at theory and theology but a gen- durch de Werte's zusammenfuseode bibelden
erous amount of technique, titles, and re- krirische Arbeit historisch ausgeriistet. uorerab enter
Venuch. die biblisources u well. The author succeeds Vatke
in nahm
koosequeot
changing the image that most people have of sche Theologie aus der Verbinduog wn
getheologischem Prinzip uod
audiovisual handbooks.
schichdicber Periodisierung
eorwerfen"zu
RoBBB.T CoNUD
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(p. 104). Wellhausen's method is scrutinized
in a similar manner. Of special imporr:mce
is the assertion that just as Herder did not
affirm the Enlighrenment's optimistic faith in
"so jagre auch Wellhauscn keinem
Fortsehritt in der Geschichte nach, sehnte
sich nach keiner Evolution (am wenigsten
nach einer Evolutions-Theorie) und verwarf
die Vorstellung einer kasualmechanischen
Bestimmtheit. Er war vielmehr entschlossen
zu 'glauben, dass Gott hinter dem Mechanismus der Welt steht.' Die Srufen der Religion, wie die Stufen der Geschichte iiberhaupt, bleiben neben einander bestehn."
(P. 185)
NOR.MAN C. HABEL

THB FORMULAS OP THB DBUTBRONOAflC CREBD (DI. 6/ 20-23:26/,·9),
By Joanne Wijngaards. Tilburg, Holland:
Drukkerij A. Reijnen, 1963. 58 pages.
Paper. 12 Dutch guilders.
Through a formulaic source-critical ex:amination of all tex:ts containing the Exodus
land-giving structure the author of this
monograph confirms in more detail the view
E. Mendenpreviously advaaccd by
hall that Israel's recollection of her history
owes its ex:inence, its particular form, and its
juridical function to the covenantal tradition.
This aa:ent on the covenantal function of
H11ilsg11sehid,111 modifies Gerhard von Rad's
view of the Old Testament as primarily a
•theology of recital." Herc is a valuable
the
to
on
a>nttibution
creedal material of the Old Testament.
Flummua w. DANICBR
THB IMRLl&T CHRISTIAN CONPBSSIONS. By Vernon H. Neufeld. Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1963. zii and 166 pases.
Cloth. 20 Dutch guilders.
In this StUdy of early Christian confessions
Neufeld a,ndudes that the earlien form of
the homologia was "Jesus is the Christ" (cf.
Mark 8:29 and 14:61; 15:2) rather than
•Jesus is Lord." The geographical ezpamion

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol37/iss1/14

of the church also saw a maturing process
in which the unique relationship of Jesus to
the Father was expressed in the confession,
"Jesus is the Son of God." Among Gentiles
the form "Jesus is Lord" became popular,
but was already found in the Aramaic-speaking community (cf. 1 Cor. 16:22). This is
a real contribution to the bistory of Christian creeds.
FRDDllRICX w. DANKER.

DIE AfYTHISCHB BBDEUTUNG DBS
MBBRBS IN IIGYPTl!.N, UGARTr UND
ISRABL. By Otto Kaiser. Berlin: Vedas
Alfred Topelmann, 1962. 196 pages. Paper. DM 24.00.
This revised dissertation presents a scholarly investigation of the most important
references to the role of the sea acd chaos
deities of Egyptian and Ugaritic mythology.
An adequate understanding of the sea-chaos
myth in the ancient Near East, however, demands a full ueatment of the Babylonian
myths as well. The writer makes a study of
Nun, the Egyptian sod of the water (Nile)
and theGeorge
father of the sods. and compares
him with two Canaanite deities, Yam and EL
While Yam is apparently a chaos deity it
is difficult to understand how the location of
El's royal abode at the confluence of the
deeps qualifies him for the role of the sod
of the underground waters. The fourth part
of thethe
book
discussesliterature
the evidence for traces
specialized
of water deities in Gen. 6:7-14; Gen. 32:
23-33; and 2 Kings 5:1-19, and the points
of contact between ancient mythology, the
'•tl of Gen. 2: 6, and the four streams from
Paradise ( Gen. 2: 10-14). Chaos themes arc
traced through the aeation account of Genesis, the flood narrative, the crossing of the
Reed Sea and the Jordan, and the various
dragon a,nflicts attributed to Yahweh. The
polemical implications of these references in
terms of Blltl•11l1111g could, however, be elaborated a,nsiderably.
NOllMAN C. HA.BBL
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Evangelism is making
disciples but how are
disciples made?

Strategy 0,
Evangelism
A primer for congregational

evangelism commiffeu
A HANDBOOK ON PARISH EVANGELISM THAT LINKS MOTIVATION WITH THE METHOD

'/!,.,,Cf::!• •• Mueller, .,,_ ....... " - ' ' - ' · .............. ....,, _,,.. __,,_ ............ ,_ ...,.

Charles Mueller offen your congregation a tool to help you discover and punue
your evangeR1tic opportunities In an organized, salldly motivated way. His "strategy'
11 not a packaged program. It demands creative u1en. The book dlstills and appll•
soclologlcal methods to the concrete questions you faae: "Where do we go?" and
"How do we start?" You'il flnd It

interesting, enthusiastic, and organized without
being depressingly programmatic.
CHAPTERS
1. Supplylng the Missing Link

2. The Geographical Area of Primary Concem
3. Community Soclal Groups
4. Levels of Gospel Presentation
5. The Congregation Plans an Approach
Paperhaclc, 5X7'/a, $1 .25.
Order No. 12U2250. U,e enclo,ed card oppo,ite thl, page.
A book to encourage penonal wltnealng

ADVENTURES IN EVANGELISM

1, Elmer A. ~

t

From 30 yean of leadenhlp and experience In evangellsm Dr. Kettner states
dearly and simply the basic premises for wltneulng where you work, llve, and toke
your lelsure.
Paperhaclc, 133 page,, 5X7 Va, $1.50.
Order Na. J 2U2233. U.. card oppo,ite th& page.
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